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Ab tract
The development of coimmobilized multi-enzymatic systems is increasingly driven
by economic and environmental constraints that provide an impetus to develop alternatives to conventional multistep synthetic methods. As in nature, enzyme-based
Y terns work cooperatively to direct the formation of desired products within the
defined compartmentalization of a cell. In an attempt to mimic biology, coimmobilization is intended to immobili ze a number of sequential or cooperating biocatalysts
on the same support to impart stability and enhance reaction kinetics by optimizing
catalytic turnover.
There are three primary reasons for the utilization of coimmobilized enzymes: to
enhance the efficiency of one of the enzymes by the in-situ generation of its substrate,
to implify a process that is conventionally carried out in several steps and/or to
eliminate undesired by-products of an enzymatic reaction. As such, coimmobilization
provides benefits that span numerous biotechnological applications, from biosensing
of molecules to cofactor recycling and to combination of multiple biocatalysts for the
ynthesis of valuable products.
-To whom correspondence may be addressed (lorena.betancor@ uam.es or heather.luckarift. ctr @tyndall .
af.rnil)

Abbreviations: ATP- adenosine triphosphate; EDTA- ethylenedi aminetetraacetic acid; CALB- Candida
antarctica B lipase ; GOX- glucose oxidase;. HRP- horse radi sh peroxidase; ABTS - 2,2'-azino-bis(3ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulphonic acid); NADPH- Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate reduced
form ; NADH- Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide reduced form; CoA- Coenzyme A; FAD- flavin adenine
dinucleotide; FADH2- flavin adenine dinucleotide reduced form; GTP- Gua nosine-5'-triphosphate: GDPGuanosine-5'-diphos phate; DNA- Deoxyribonucleic acid
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Introduction

The best example of coimmobilized enzymes collaborating in situ is in living cells.
Enzymes constitute the basis of metabolism 'in all living beings and, in a perfectly
concerted succession of catalytic steps, form a network of reactions that make life
possible. Enzymes that function to form a complete process such as metabolic
cycling are physically associated so as to ensure substrate channeling without diffusion limitations. This metabolic organization is intrinsic to cells and although
whole cells may be visualized as a random mix of enzymes, recent studies suggest
a specific intracellular organization of enzymes specifically to allow for channeling
of enzyme intermediates (Beeckmans et al., 1993; Huang et al., 2001). Many o\
the enzymes of the citric acid cycle, for example, are inhibited by their reactants,
products, intermediates or even cofactors involved in the cycle; functioning as a
continuous unit in which inhibitory intermediates are immediately removed, maintains enzyme functionality throughout the cycle.
In an attempt to mimic nature, science has benefited from the high efficiency,
selectivity and specificity of coupled enzyme systems for detection, diagnosis or synthesis of industrially relevant molecules (Schoevaart and Kieboom, 2001; Bruggink
et al. , 2003). One primary advantage of using multi-enzyme systems in biocatalysis
is the ability to convert a starting material into a desired product without the need to
separate or isolate intermediate products. Moreover, some intermediates may not be
available or stable if added ex situ. In this instance, coimmobilization of enzymes
can make a biocatalytic pathway more efficient by limiting the diffusion of unstable
intermediates into the surrounding media. Biocatalysis can also offer a significant
advantage over chemical catalysis by eliminating the defined reaction environments
required in organic synthesis. The modification of penicillin to 6-aminopenicillanic ·
acid, for example, is now predominantly manufactured by an enzymatic process
using immobilized penicillin acylases in a single-step biocatalytic reaction that
replaces the traditional three-step chemical reaction and eliminates the need for
harsh solvents and the cost of operating the reaction at extreme temperatures (-40"C
(Figure 1) (Averill et al., 1999; Zaks, 2001').
Herein, we will review what we consider the most current relevant examples of
coupled-enzyme systems used for biosensing or biocatalytic purposes. The immobilization strategies will be described with special emphasis on those that have
improved the process in which they were applied and that could potentially be used
with other enzyme species. Particular attention will be given to new nanoscale
architectures that are increasingly emerging as interesting supports for nanoscale
biotechnological applications. This review is not intended as an exhaustive summary
of all coimmobilized or cascade enzyme systems but rather aims to demonstrate the
breadth of innovative immobilization strategies, the diverse range of application
that may benefit from immobilized biocatalysis and highlight pertinent example
that exemplify the technology.

Enzymaho route
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Figure 1. Enzymatic and chemical routes to 6-aminopenicillanic acid from penicillin G or v.

Fundamentals of immobilized enzymes

Inherently, the_ sol~ble nature of enzymes presents specific restrictions for biotechnologlc_al apphcatl~ns: specifically poor stability, difficulty of separation, product
contammatwn an~ li~mt~d reuse. Enzyme immobilization is therefore commonly used
to ~vercome the li~tatwns of enzyme utilization, as stabilization is often provided
heat, orgamc solvents and/or changes in pH (Grazu et al., 2005·, Irazoqm· et
agamst
z
a., 2007; Mateo et al., 2007b; Montes et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2008; Hanefeld et al.
2009). Fu:r~er:n_ore, immobili_zed enzymes can be reused, often through many cycles:
ther~by rrmummng costs and tune of analysis and in certain applications facilitating the
contmuous us~ of the ~JOcatalyst (Berne et al., 2006; Filice eta!., 2009). Stabilization
may also fo:rmtously Improve enzyme properties by locking the protein structure in
a configuratiOn that enhances substrate specificity and reduces the effect of inhibitors
(Mateo et al., 2007b; Sheldon, 2007).
A wide variety o~ techniques are now available for enzyme attachment to a variety
of supports (Grrelh and Mattei, 2005; Mateo et al. , 2007b; Betancor and Luckarift
~008). Immo_bili~ation te~hn~ques generally include chemical or physical mecha~
s~s. ChemicallillmoblliZatwn methods mainly include enzyme attachment to the
:atnx by co:alent b~nds or other interactions and cross-linking between the enzyme
. nd the matnx. Phys1cal methods involve the entrapment of the enzymes within an
msol~bl~ matrix. A combination of chemical and physical methods has facilitated in
certam Circumstances for the immobilization of different enzyme species in the same
composite (Kreft et al., 2007). The requirements of different enzymes are inherently

varied and specific conditions are often needed for a defined application. Unfortunately,
there is at the present time, no generic method for enzyme stabilization that will be
optimal for all enzyme systems, but a toolbox of versatile methodologies is now well
documented in the literature and provides examples in which cooperating enzymes
have been immobilized for various applications (Nahalka et al., 2003; Berne et al.,
2006; Salinas-Castillo et al., 2008).
Considerations for coimmobilization of enzymes
The limitations of biocatalysis are particularly evident when attempting to utilize a
multitude of enzyme activities in concert. Coimmobilization of cooperating enzymes
requires specific optimization to balance the catalytic components and therefore necessitates screening of suitable immobilization methods, design and preparation of
the appropriate immobilization carriers, and analysis of the relevant reaction kinetics
and mass transfer characteristics to determine the optimum reaction conditions (ElZahab et al., 2004; Lopez-Gallego et al., 2005; Sun et al., 2009). Immobilization of
more than one enzyme on the same support, however, is especially challenging as it
needs to preserve the catalytic activity of all the enzymes involved in the system and
ideally improve stability. An ideal immobilization design should confer an overall
operational stabilization to each of the enzymes involved; otherwise the half-life of
the composite will be limited by the most unstable catalytic component.
The beauty of combined biological enzymes over purely chemical cascades is that
enzymes inherently function in the same physiological environments, i.e., aqueous
solvents, moderate temperature and defined pH. An elegant example of pH control of
enzymes was utilized in the four-step enzymatic conversion of glycerol into a heptose
in which pH switching was used to temporarily control the on/off catalysis of enzymes
involved within the cascade (Schoevaart et al., 2001).
Immobilization of sequentially acting enzymes within a confined space increases
the catalytic efficiency of conversion due to a dramatic reduction in the diffusion time
of the substrate. Moreover, the in-situ formation of substrates generates high local
concentrations that lead to kinetic enhancements and can equate to substantial cost
savings (Van De Velde et al., 2000; El-Zahab et al., 2004). The interest in reducing
diffusion limitations and maximizing the functional surface area to increase enzyme
loading has prompted the emergence of new nanoscaffolds that could potentially
support enzyme immobilization (Kim et al., 2008). Among them, the bioinspired
formation of silica nanoparticles provides a versatile new technology for enzyme
immobilization with several inherent advantages: inexpensive, rapid, mild, robust
and stabilizing for the entrapped enzymes (Betancor and Luckarift, 2008; Luckarift,
2008; Vamvakaki et al., 2008). This particular immobilization support has been used
to couple sequentially acting enzymes with very good results (Luckarift et al., 2007).
The application utilized individual enzymes encapsulated in silica, packed into microfluidic chips and then connected in series to allow the flow of reaction products from
one step to the next for the synthesis of a metabolite relevant to antibiotic synthesis.
This type of sequential processing has numerous applications in catalysis including
the ability to change the direction and ordering of the reaction sequence (Lee et al.,
2003; Ku et al., 2006; Logan et al., 2007). Logan et al., demonstrated an elegant

example of spatially separated multi-enzyme reactions by patterning enzymes onto
monoliths using covalent attachment. Glucose oxidase and horseradish peroxidase
were immobilized sequentially in a flow-through system whereby glucose oxidase
converts glucose to gluconolactone, liberating hydrogen peroxide, which is subsequently utilized by horseradish peroxidase to oxidize amp lex red to the red fluorescent
product, resorufin. Interestingly, red fluorescence was observed only when glucose
and amplex red were flushed in a forward direction. Reversing the flow essentially
eliminated fluorescence and confirmed the correct sequential ordering of the catalytic
tep . In an additional step, invertase was added prior to the reaction scheme to allow
the in -situ hydrolysis of sucrose to glucose (and fructose) and extend the substrate
range of the reaction system (Logan et al., 2007).
Coimmobilization of enzymes in biosensing
Generally, coimmobilized enzymes serve one of two primary purposes: to channel
an intermediate reaction product directly to a secondary enzyme and reduce the loss
of intermediates as a result of instability or diffusion. Alternatively, a coimmobilized
enzyme may be required to recycle a cofactor to maintain catalytic turnover and
eliminate the need to continually add cofactor to the reaction (Figure 2).
A

•••
• ••••

B

••••
•••
• ......,

Figure 2. Coimmobilized enzyme systems for in-situ generation of an intermediate (A) or recycling of

a cofactor (B).

In en ing applications, the use of more than one enzyme species often allows the
sen itivity of the analytical method to be increased, expanding the range of application for detection of numerous substrates at otherwise undetectable concentrations
(Salinas-Castillo et al., 2008). Numerous bi-enzyme systems have been reported for
gluco e detection, for example, by combining a secondary enzyme to enhance or
impro e the sensitivity and selectivity of the signal. Peroxidase and glucose oxidase,
were immobilized onto carbon nanotubes using polypyrrole or Nafion® to provide
a basi for hi-enzymatic glucose biosensors (Zhu et al., 2007; Jeykumari and Narayanan 2008). Glucose oxidase and horseradish peroxidase with fluorogenic detection
by re orufin is a combination often used in bi-enzyme sensing systems due to the
nsitivity of peroxide production coupled with fluorescence, which significantly
increases the detection of the initial reaction product (hydrogen peroxide).
Recently, researchers investigated the ability to define the spatial orientation of enzyme by utilizing specific 'capture' oligomers to tag enzymes with a short nucleotide
sequence and align the proteins in a specific location on a DNA backbone (Muller
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and Niemeyer, 2008). Using this method glucose oxidase and horseradish peroxidase
were coimmobilized onto microplates. The catalytic activity was hampered by steric
interactions as a result of specific organization of the enzymes within the system,
but, when organized to limit steric affects, demonstrated the potential for enhanced
detection specificity of glucose. Signal detection was based on direct coupling of the
conversion of glucose (and the concomitant production of hydrogen peroxide) with the
fluorescence based detection of resorufin. Similarly, the coimmobilized orientation of
luciferase and oxidoreductase was used to catalyze flavin mononucleotide reduction
and aldehyde oxidation (Niemeyer et al., 2002).
Not all coimmobilization strategies, however, rely on catalytic cooperativity. Wang
et al., reported the coimmobilization of glucose oxidase and heparin by electropolymerization into a polymeric film (Wang et al., 2000). The immobilized glucose oxidase
provides an amperometric measure of glucose concentration in blood with application
to needle-type implantable glucose biosensors. Implantable sensors, however, are
susceptible to fouling upon continuous exposure to biological fluids. The inclusion
of heparin (as an anticoagulant) extends the biocompatibility and hence reusability
of the device.
Silica sol-gels have provided a broad and versatile basis for many examples of
immobilized multi-enzyme systems but have limitations associated with drying and
cracking. In an alternate design for amperometric detection of glucose, a hybrid silica
sol-gel was used to encapsulate glucose oxidase and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase. The silica sol-gel was formed from the hydrolysis of a mixture of silane
precursors to create a three-dimensional structure that limited the cracking problems
associated with conventional sol-gels (Liu and Sun, 2007). The addition of glucose-6phosphate provides a competitive catalytic sink that utilizes a stoichiometric amount
of ATP and results in a detection method for both glucose and ATP. The addition of
ATP to the system is a typical example of one of the limitations of enzyme systems
and particularly of multi-enzyme systems in that cofactors have to be continuously
added or an additional enzyme included, for the cofactor to be recycled during catalysis. The conversion of glucose into riboflavin, for example, can be performed by six
catalytic enzymes working in concert, but an additional two enzymes are required to
recycle cofactors during synthesis. The eight-enzyme reaction functions entirely in
an aqueous system as a random mixture of enzymes and, as such, the reusability of
the enzymes within the system is limited (Romisch et al., 2002).
Coimmobilization of enzymes in biocatalysis
The majority of multi-enzyme cascades in biocatalysis have been developed for
carbohydrate synthesis or sugar conversions as enzymatic oligosaccharide synthesis
using recombinant glycosyl transferases overcomes many of the hurdles associated
with chemical synthesis. Many enzymes of the nucleotide biosynthetic pathway have
now been well studied and recombinantly expressed. The attachment of a hexahistidine
"tail" to the required biocatalytic enzymes allows for affinity binding to a metal-coated
support (Nahalka et al., 2003). By varying the number of enzymes in the coimmobilization step, four-enzyme (Superbeads I) or seven-enzyme cascades (Superbeads
II) have been demonstrated that allow for efficient biocatalysis of a versatile range
of oligosaccharides, depending upon the starting saccharide units.

Co-immobilized coupled enzyme systems in biotechnology
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Often, coimmobilization of enzymes helps to prevent inactivation that may arise
due to high localized concentrations of intermediates or reaction products that may
act as inhibitors upon catalytic activity. Limiting the local concentration of hydrogen
peroxide, for example, is a common goal to preserve enzyme activity. Coimmobilizatioo of peroxidase and glucose oxidase in a polyurethane foam, for example, resulted
in the in situ generation of hydrogen peroxide from glucose and glucose oxidase but
at a low internal concentration; sufficient to allow the catalytic turnover of the peroxidase enzyme without inactivation that arises from direct addition of peroxide (Van De
Velde et al., 2000). Coimmobilization may also provide an added benefit and create
an apparent change in the enzymatic activity of a protein, due to reaction synergy.
Soybean peroxidase, thus acts as an apparent oxygen transferase when immobilized
with glucose oxidase (Van De Velde et al., 2000).
In the conversion of dextran, the enzyme dextransucrase must be protected from
dextranase for the two enzymes to work together. As dextran forms it remains associated with the dextransucrase enzyme and can be inactivated by dextranase. Successful
coimmobilization of the two enzymes, however, was achieved by preliminary absorption of dextranase onto hydroxyapatite before coimmobilization with dextransucrase
io alginate micro beads (Erhardt et al., 2000). This method of compartmentalization is
a common theme in coimmobilized systems to spatially separate conflicting catalytic
activities. Compartmentalization, for example, was used to separate glucose oxidase
and peroxidase in a shell-in-shell microcapsule (Kreft et al., 2007). Polyelectrolyte
layers deposited onto calcium carbonate microcapsules can later be dissolved with
EDTA to leave an empty shell-in-shell structure with peroxidase in the inner shell
and glucose oxidase in the outer shell. Hydrogen peroxide is generated in the outer
shell (by the catalytic mechanism of glucose oxidase) and diffuses into the inner
compartment, where peroxidase utilizes the peroxide in the conversion of amplex
red to resorufin. The red fluorescence of the resulting resorufin can be imaged to
demonstrate the architecture of the shell structure and confirm the multistep biocatalytic reaction. Similarly, hemoglobin and glucose oxidase were combined to create
micro apsules through a similar layer-by-layer deposition to produce microcapsules
that were responsive to the concentration of glucose (Qi et al., 2009).
Initial studies for compartmentalization of enzymes relied on the use of phospholipid tiposomes, which mimic the natural cell structure but are difficult to handle due
1.o mechanical fragility; however, vesicles prepared by layer-by-layer techniques as
de cribed above have overcome some of the mechanical limitations. There are some
examples in the literature that follow strategies for enzyme coimmobilization that
re emble cell-like conditions, for instance, to control the order in which enzymes
react or to protect one of them from the action of degrading byproducts. van Dongeo et al have worked on the compartmentalization of sequentially acting enzymes
immobilized in the same structure (van Dongen et al., 2009). In an effort to mimic
cell-like enzymatic cascades, these researchers developed spherical aggregates called
po1ymersomes to spatially distribute enzymes acting in tandem (Figure 3).
There are still specific considerations in this approach, namely that the size of the
enzymes may limit expression in certain compartments. The resulting "nanoreactors' contain glucose oxidase (in the lumen), lipase (in the membrane bilayer) and
hor eradish peroxidase (on the surface) (van Dongen et al., 2009). Glucose oxidase,
w included in the polymersome lumen as it was thought that its size might disrupt

the structure if included in the membrane bilayer. Similarly, the hydrophobicity and
structural affinity of the enzymes was also considered in respect to positioning. Specifically, azido-functionalization of the surface was required to enable active attachment of horseradish peroxide at the surface. Although the assembly did not provide
a catalytic advantage over the use of the soluble enzyme mixture, this strategy can
be adapted for future applications with enzyme systems that otherwise could not be
coimmobilized.

Nitrobenzene

HNOH

(J
~/

Figure 3. Compartmentali zation of enzymes in a polymersome. Acetate-protected glucose is deprotected
by Candida lipase B (Ca!B) at the polymersome membrane to give glucose, which IS OX1d1zed by glucose
oxidase (GOx) in the inner compartment and generates hydrogen peroxide which is used by horserad1sh
peroxidase (HRP) to oxidi ze ABTS [2,2' -Azino-bis(3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulforuc ac1d) dmmmomum
salt] at the polymersome surface.[van Dongen et a /. , A three-en zyme cascade reaction through positional
assembly of enzymes in a polymersome nanoreactor. Chemistry -A European Journal , 2009, 15, 1101.
Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. reproduced w!lh penmsswn].

One similar consideration for coimmobilization is in preferential binding, particularly
if the method of immobilization relies on covalent attachment. Lipase, trypsin and
a-amylase, for example, were bound to fabrics using covalent fixat~on, .but pref~r~n
tial binding was observed for trypsin over a-amylase due to the diffenng reactiVIty
of the enzymes towards the activated support (Nouaimi-Bachmann et al., 20?7) ..Altematively, non-sequential encapsulation favors a much more random orgamzatwn,
which may fortuitously favor protein-protein interaction. Nitrobenzene nitroreductase
and glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, for example, were coimmobilized by ~n
capsulation in silica spheres that were formed by a polymer-templated silicificatiOn
reaction (Betancor et al., 2006). Nitrobenzene nitroreductase was used to catalyze
the hydroxylation of nitrobenzene, a reaction that requires ~-nicotinamide ademne
dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) as a cofactor. Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase
was co-encapsulated as a catalytic sink to allow the continuous conversion of NADp+
to NADPH and provide a continuous supply of NADPH to the system (Figure 4).
The resulting coimmobilized system was able to convert nitrobenzene at millimolar
concentrations continuously (- 8 hours) into the resulting hydroxylaminobenz~ne
with excellent efficiency (>90%). In the absence of glucose-6-phosphate, converswn
of nitrobenzene was minimal as NADPH became rapidly depleted from the systern.

Figure 4. Schematic for the enzymati c hydroxylation of nitrobenzene with cofactor recycling via coimmobilization of enzymes in silica nanospheres.

AppUcation of coimmobilized multi-enzyme systems
Multi-enzyme combinations now range from simple hi-enzymatic systems to complex
multi-enzyme systems that mimic biochemical cycles (Table 1). There are numerous
real world applications to these devices such as the determination of glycerol in wines
(Gamella et al. , 2008). An amperometric biosensor, for example, based on glycerol
dehydrogenase and diaphorase in which diaphorase recycles NAD+ to NADH acts as
a bi-enzyme system. An alternate tri-enzyme system uses glycerol kinase, glycerol3-pho phate oxidase and peroxidase. Both systems cause the reduction and oxidation of tetrathiafulvalene, which causes a redox response that is directly related to
the concentration of glycerol. Similarly, determination of acetaldehyde in alcoholic
beverages can be monitored by coimrnobilization of NADH oxidase with aldehyde
dehydrogenase (Ghica et al., 2007). Cross-linking the enzymes with glutaraldehyde,
or entrapment in sol-gel, both provide stabilization to the enzyme but with a variation
in the sensitivity of measurements dependent upon the immobilization strategy (up
to 60 1-tM for sol-gel encapsulation and 100 J.!M for glutaraldehyde immobilization).
Th bi-enzymatic sensors showed improvement over aldehyde dehydrogenase alone
with NAD+ added exogenously to the reaction.

Future directions
lEAR lNG FROM CELLS

Th re is a wealth of knowledge that we can learn from cells regarding how enzymes
function in a concerted manner; compartmentalization strategies (e.g., differences in
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viscosity that contribute a one-sided partition ofhigh-molecular-weight macromolecules
and evenly distributed low-molecular-weight molecules) and the use of multi-enzyme
complexes that avoid diffusion problems, balancing stability and function (e.g., intolerance to impurities) against substrate specificity (Chakrabarti et al., 2003; Bhattacharya
et al., 2004). However, in many ways, cells still hold the key to how their complex
enzymatic cascades function so perfectly. Efforts currently being pursued in the "omics" sciences (genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, metabolomics, etc.) will certainly
unveil at least some of these details from which the design of future bioprocesses will
benefit significantly. A better understanding of cell function and communication between
enzyme molecules within metabolic networks will undoubtedly increase the productivity
of known processes and pave the way to new enzymatic syntheses with coupled biocatalysts. Exciting developments in the use of multi-enzyme systems that rely on signaling
crosstalk in enzyme-based biomolecular computing (using Boolean style logic) relies
on a fascinating utilization of multi-enzyme signaling to process information, but the
state of the art immobilizes enzymes individually (Pita et al. , 2008).
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of self-exploding beads that release microcarriers (De Geest et al. , 2008). Upon variations
io the pH of the medium and osmotic changes the outer layers of these polyelectrolytecoated gel beads disintegrate, ejecting the inner microcapsules into the surrounding
medium. Although the authors propose a possible and indeed useful application for the
deli ery of antigen-containing microcapsules within the body, the possibility to tailor
the ti me of explosion could be of interest for the use of sequentially acting enzymes in
certain applications (eg. , when a certain amount of substrate is needed for the second
enzyme to act or deleterious by-products need to be removed before the action of a
sen itive subsequent enzyme).
Additionally, DNA scaffolds represent the ultimate example of new materials for enzymeimmobilization with exciting future opportunities. Self-assembled single-stranded
nucJejc acids are able to form three-dimensional structures that can anchor DNA-tethered
nzymes within the resulting scaffold. These structures have been proposed for the
coimmobilization of enzyme cascades as they provide the possibility of controlling the
reactivity of the system through the design of the individual DNA strips that form the
scaffold (Wilner et al., 2009).

THE ARCHETYPE OF COOPERATING ENZYMES
ENZYME TECHNOLOGY IN I N VITRO SYSTEMS

Polyketide synthases (PKS), non-ribosomal peptide synthases and fatty acid synthases
constitute the paradigm of sequentially acting enzymes. As in an industrial assembly
line, substrates are handed from one functional domain to the next one (sometimes
housed in the same polypeptide) to produce a wealth of structurally diverse molecules.
Such molecules comprise metabolites and pharmaceutically important natural products
including antibiotics, immunosuppressants, antiparasitics and anticancer compounds
(Weissman and Leadlay, 2005; Weissman, 2008). The literature on the immobilization
of these multi-enzymatic and multi-domain megasynthase enzymes, however, is scarce.
To our knowledge the few reports on the immobilized use of such enzymes have been
contributed by Dordick's research group (Srinivasan et al. , 2004; Ku et al., 2006; Kwon
et al., 2007; Kim eta!. , 2009). The use of amicrofluidic reactor with immobilized Type
III PKS (single iterative domains) coupled to a second immobilized peroxidase reactor, for example, produces a variety of flavonoids and pyrone derivatives (Kim et al.,
2009). However, the use of large modular multi-domain synthases (eg., Type I PKS)
still remains a challenge. One of the reasons for the infrequent use of these valuable
biocatalysts may lie in the difficulty of expression of such giant multi-enzymes and the
hurdle of using such enzyme complexes in vitro (poor stability, low activity, difficulty
to identify the products, etc.) (Staunton and Weissman, 2001 ; Betancor et al. , 2008).
Future studies on the immobilization of megasynthases may set the basis for the formation of attractive molecules for a range of potential applications. The results would be
not only of academic importance but also vital for more applied purposes such as the
production of novel compounds by rational reconfiguring of these synthases or subtle
modification of the enzyme structure by immobilization.
NEW AGE CARRIERS

The availability of new carriers for enzyme immobilization may be crucial for designing
new processes involving sequentially acting enzymes. Material science is constantlY
providing us with new or improved supports. Recently, De Geest eta! published the use

As discussed, the advantages of using in vitro immobilized sequentially acting enzymes
for bioprocesses are numerous. However, there are some problems inherent to the
enzymes involved which still need to be overcome if we want the system to function
repeatedly. Avoiding inactivation brought about by unfavourable reaction conditions
could for instance greatly increase the economic feasibility of a process. In this regard,
many scientific disciplines have contributed to provide an ever-increasing toolbox for the
improvement of enzymatic properties. The design of tailor-made enzyme immobilization protocols, for example, has not only increased the stability of industrially relevant
catalysts but also helps avoid inhibition problems and provide solutions for issues of
enantioselectivity (Mateo et al., 2007b). Protein aging can also be a significant reason
for an enzyme-based system to cease functioning. The rate of some aging reactions can
be reduced by carefully selecting proper reaction conditions such as oxygen content
and pH . However, as the rate with which protein inactivation by covalent modifications
proceeds is highly dependent on the specific sequence, the half-life of such proteins
could potentially be improved by engineering the amino acid sequence (Hold and Panke,
2009). Similarly, the use of directed evolution has also been used to improve the activity
recovery and stability of enzymes after immobilization to enhance biocatalysts (AnsorgeScbumacher et al., 2006; Mateo et al., 2007a). Moreover, site-directed mutagenesis of
protein surfaces seems to be a powerful tool to greatly improve the immobilization and
properties of the final immobilized biocatalyst and more effort may be expected in the
next years in this regard. These are only a few examples of the many tools available to
engineer putative immobilized enzymatic networks. Undoubtedly, the combined use
of these tools will contribute to the rational design of integrated immobilized systems
providing additional advantages over the use of engineered living systems.
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